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You got a Monstie, but the rite of kinship is far from over! Now you have to go to the caves of Mount Pondri and immerse Kinship Stone, given to you by Chef Omna in the water there. But what can wait in the caves ...? You have overcome the trials and become a Rider. Now your true learning begins! Your first task, set by Dan, is to find the monster egg and return it to the village.
Hatching Eggs Will Get You The New Monsties! Get on your Monstie and head to Pondry Hills! Your rider training has just begun! Today's lesson: A Beginner's Union! Choose Combine from the camp menu and make 5 potions! The potions are made of herbs and blue mushrooms. If you don't have enough, go find more in Pondry Hills. You've finally been entrusted with an
important mission from Chief Omna! Location: Whistlel Forest. You are excited about your first expedition to confront the angry Arzuros known as Glutton. Steel yourself and went on a mission! Cheval, his hatred of black Blythe deepens, escaped from the village of Haqum. Lily chased him on her way to Whistle Forest, where Blackgrass was first found! You have to go after them,
fast! You passed Dan's first test... Today's training is a little different: You will explore Yian Kut-Ku! Head to the Old Mine in the rocky area of Pondry Hills! Black Blythe continues its inexorable advance. It's time for action! If you slip away from Chief Omna and go to the Forbidden Land to Dan, you can solve the problem and prove yourself a true Rider! A year has passed since the
attack on Nargakuga. The village of Hakum is slowly recovering to its former glory. Today is the day of the rite of kinship! This is the last step to becoming a rider, but what do you have to do?! Katavaner in trouble at the old mine: Ian Coot-Ku stole part of the cart! The hour-long bird, known as the Veteran, waits on the other side of the lake. Do your best to fix the basket! Your first
test as a new rider is to kill Khezu. But first you have to strengthen your party by getting 2 eggs. Collect and hatch 2 more eggs and then go after Khezu! On the way to Gildegalan you reach the white plains of Darge Snowfields. Chief Omna told you about a Waverian who knows the secrets of the rite of Chenneing, who lives here. All you know is that he is a handsome young
man... Where could he be? When you enter the Wintertide Tunnel, you find that the girl collapsed there. Shrouded in bariote, she remains unconscious. You can't leave it like this, so you decide to go to a nearby cabin. Leaving the Wintertide Tunnel, Bariot girl is waiting! This seems to tell you to follow it. Perhaps if you follow Bario, it will lead you to the cabins. The rider, who
presents himself as Avnia, claims to be from another village. To prove to her that you Rider, you have to collect the mountain grasses. It seems they are in unstable places that can only be achieved while riding. Riddlemaster appears suddenly. He says that if you can bring him Hot Spring Dumplings, he will let you stay in the cabins! You went to Darge Rock Baths to find some.
Maybe there will be a way to heal The Wounds of Avinia too... The riddle reads: My fur is white as snow, my ears are long as icicles. You vaguely remember the white monster matching this description... It was somewhere around the lake... What was it called? La... La... La something. Through the Tunnel Wintertide Now that your Monsty has been powered by the Rite Canal, it's
time to go to Gildegaran! But be careful! Khezu who attacked Avinia hiding in Wintertide Tunnel ... You have finally reached Gildegaran, but the townspeople seem to be afraid of your mons! You have to lighten their minds somehow... Now you have decided to follow the advice of Navir and go to the Hunters Guild to introduce yourself to the Guild! The guild, Majek, asked you to go
out and kill the Royal Ludron, which appeared on the coast of the plains of Monsonne. Go and deal with it, and you'll get to Macek when you're done! Completely Rad 'Shroom Hunt You took a sophisticated quest from Reverto, or so you thought. Picking mushrooms in the rainforest of Babda... It doesn't sound too complicated, but maybe there's some hidden plan at work here...
Captain Simon from the Royal Scriveners asked you to help with the monster survey. Kurupeco was seen acting strangely in the Plains of Monsonna. You decided to check it out! The black villain was spotted in Reverto's hometown, Albarax. It could be related to Black Blythe! First you have to go to Oasum where the hunters are going to build their next step. The whirlpool of
Ekanda stands between you and the village of Albarax. The big monsters must have caused this! Find 3 monsters that are hiding underground: Barrot, Daimyo Hermitaur, and Cephadrome, and get rid of them! Overshadowed by the Sefadro, the Source of the Sands was Sefadro! The mysterious scientist appeared with some fur-monster and descended a strange mood ... Black
Blight still needs cleansing! Get ready and go to the misend! You're going to get to Albaraks! There, the Black Villain, overshadowed by Diablos, waits. It won't be a normal fight, but you have to show everyone your true strength as a rider! Finally, the world returned to Albarax. But the village is still in ruins. Maybe the destruction of the rock is holding back the spring will restore the
village ... Do you have a monster with Rock Breaker ability like Ian Coote-Ku or Lagombi? Albarax almost recovered to its former glory. Now, you have to collect Grand Felvine with the help of your Monstie Expedition Party! You can send your expedition party to the stables. Grand Felvin must Felina to help! According to Lilia, another rider was spotted in Gildegaran. Could it be
Cheval? Or maybe Avinia? Lily seems to be concerned, so you have to look for that rider... Ratha, the monster you've forged a bond with for so long, is alive! Take an adult Ratha and fly to Dovan Volcano. According to Simone, Dr. Manelger is there! Go to the village in the volcano Geo-Fulkright! The entrance to the Dovan Mines is blocked by a large rock. You should be able to
enter through the Mine Path on top of the cliff. But how does Quireu know how he claims to have never been here before? Something strange... Dr. Manelger was here after all! And the stone that blocked the path ... Wait, he's moved?! Now that the route is open, you can meet Dommel and others. If you bring him some Flame Of The Rock, he will destroy the stone with the Big
Barrel Bomb UG! The big stone was actually a modified Hurricane! Manelger and his assistant ran to Dovan Volcano! Navirou is behaving strangely again, but now you have to slip through the lava and give chase! You met Debley, the fake rider who you caught in Gildegaran selling fake Kinship stones, once again! He doesn't seem to have any bad intentions, though. He claims
to have picked up the stones here. Head on and find fake Kinship stones! You met number 6 in an underground landfill. There are also rooms 1, 2, 3, 4, and it turns out Navirou number 5! With the power of all numbers, you could resist Dr. Manelger. Meet the other numbers! Viru has finally regained his memory! Before you run to Rat-o-Meow, you have to run into Dr. Manelger!
He should be in the Magma Chamber, deep in the lab! In the mines, you ran into Manelger's assistant! As Captain Simon said, the Doctor's refuge should be right here, so chase the assistant! Pansi, who saved Navira's life, invites you, Avinia and Debley to go with her to the village of Koapni. Take the boat provided to you by Dommel and set off for the village of Koapni! When
you get there, go and introduce yourself to the boss! Quireu explains his sad past... You have to resolve the misunderstanding with others! Collect Gargwa Feathers and make some lovely sheets for residents to roll themselves in! They will certainly appreciate it! The dark shadow of Black Blythe extends over the peaceful village of Koapni... You have to learn your duty as a rider
and investigate! Head to Paupau beach to find out what happened. If you find anything, go and tell Chief Mullery! Just as a good mood develops with Navirou and Pansy, a overshadowed Yian Garuga appears! Pansi is in danger! She was taken to Paupau beach! Black Blythe is spreading all over the world! But hope persists. The legendary Rider, Redan, and his White Dragon,
Versa Pietru, have saved the world from Black Blythe before. Teh in its ruins may contain a key! Go to the Babda Rainforest! Hidden in black Blight ... From the root of a great tree comes the White Dragon. If the frescoes are true, the white dragon egg may be in the Great Tree of Babda... Climb it and find the Versa Pietru egg! The Versa Pietru egg was stolen by Dr. Manelger,
and the only thing you can do now is to clear the Ores' relatives to protect against Black Blythe. Of the remaining Kinship Ores, one is in the village of Hakum! Go there right away! Hakum Village Kinship Ore Kinship Ore in the village of Hakum was hidden! It's actually in the caves of Mount Pondri, the place where you passed your rider ship. There is a hidden passage leading to
Ore in the Test Hall! Go to the caves of Mount Pondri! Two more Kinship Ores were located! One is somewhere in the village of Koapni and the other deep in the babda rainforest... Find two Kinship Ores and power your Kinship Stone! The letter came from Lily! She seems to want to meet and talk to you right now. Something could have happened! Get off the boat at the port and
head to the Hall of The Violinists of Gildegaran! The source of the problem is the last kindred ore lies on Mount Celion, the place where black horror was created... The entrance to Mount Celion is in the ruins of Salama, accessible only to those recognized by Redan. End in sight ... Head to the ruins of Salam in Dard snowfields! Cheval hatched from Versa Pietra and opened the
gate to the ruins. Does this mean that Cheval has reached the same state as Redan? He continues silently to go to Mount Celion. Chase after him! The place, deprived, has nothing but Blight... The stone of the kinship Cheval breaks, and Versa Pietru is converted into Makili Pietru. If Black Horror reaches the last Relative ore, the world will end... There's no time to waste! You
have to stop Makili Pietra! Bring back the stone kinship! Your Stone Kinship Is Broken... If Redan's soul is contained inside, you must return it to him, in the place where he is at rest: The Ruins of Redan in the Babda Rainforest. Page 2 Target Show Customer Fanged Beast Egg Locale Unknown Reward 900z EXP 200EXP Ahh, I wonder why the monster eggs are so round... My
cute monster eggs. I can't wait to see another one, so could you bring me a Fanged Beast Egg, quick? (Customer: Hakum Village) Village)
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